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A New York Times Bestseller!A Publishers Weekly Bestseller!A year has passed since the

Tournament. Fletcher and Ignatius have been locked away in Pelt's dungeons, but now they must

face trial at the hands of the Inquisition, a powerful institution controlled by those who would delight

in Fletcher's downfall. The trial is haunted by ghosts from the past with shocking revelations about

Fletcher's origins, but he has little time to dwell on them; the graduating students of Vocans are to

be sent deep into the orc jungles to complete a dangerous mission for the king and his council. If

they fail, the orcish armies will rise to power beyond anything the Empire has ever seen. With loyal

friends Othello and Sylva by his side, Fletcher must battle his way to the heart of Orcdom and save

Hominum from destruction . . . or die trying, in this sequel to The Novice by Taran Matharu.
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The epic series continues! After quite a cliffhanger in the previous book, I was almost tripping over

myself to start in on this next book.I think this book is the best in the series so far! I was so satisfied

to be reading about some of my favorite characters again and just couldn't wait to see what would

happen to them next. Absolutely intriguing, I was completely absorbed again and just couldn't put it



down at all. For crying out loud- I was reading while cooking at one point! They should put a warning

label on this series that you may forget about the real world while reading- it's that epic! I was

absolutely entertained by this series and definitely was left thinking about the story and characters

at random moments of my days. This book yet again leaves you with a cliffhanger that made me

want to scream and pull my hair out though!I'm biting my nails waiting for the next book in this epic

adventure series now! I heavily recommend this series to anybody and everybody- no matter their

age!*I received a free ARC copy in exchange for my honest opinion!

Cliffhanger... but so worth the read. This book picks up a year after the Novice ended starting with a

trial and it sucks you up and doesn't let you go until the last page. In this book we find out more

about the Orcs and just why a salamander is so important. We also find out who Fletchers' parents

are. I love this book, its fast paced and while I thought it was practically impossible this book is even

better than the first. I can't wait to see what will happen in the next book. Though I do wish the next

book was not the last book in the trilogy, the series is just to good for it to be over so soon.

I loved The Novice and have been impatiently waiting for the next instalment in Fletcher's story. I

may have even whinged to Taran Matharu at YALC last year about the long wait after the HUGE

cliffy ending! Did The Inquisition live up to the hype? Yes. Did I still enjoy the wonderfully

complicated world Matharu created? Yes. Did I enjoy it as much as The Novice? Very nearly!The

action picks up with Fletcher suffering from the huge consequences of the dramatic events at the

end of The Novice. We see him on trial and in great danger from pretty much all sides. The Dwarfs,

Elves and Humans have a very fragile peace and are only united in the common goal of fighting

their shared enemy: Orcs!We're treated to some pretty big revelations but also meet many more

secrets, lies and of course new characters. I'm being purposefully vague because I really don't want

to spoil any of this clever story.I liked that the changes in Fletcher weren't overtly OTT because

whilst it's nice to see him grow, I'm not a fan of stories where the main character's entire personality

changes throughout a series. Fletcher is still Fletcher, but with more power. Although he's still a

victim of circumstance at times, it was nice to seem him almost level out - he's a familiar and honest

friend, with huge potential.After leaving us with another holy moly of a cliffhanger I'll probably be

begging Matharu to write faster again at YALC this year...4 Stars in my Sky!I received a review copy

No spoilers here. Nothing more than what is given on the book jacket.Ok, I needed a day or so to

think about this before actually taking finger to iPad. I was blown away and couldn't think of how to



start. Soooo, I guess, I will begin with saying I was blown away. I really liked the first book and rated

it as a four. So my expectations were high and I was not let down. The characters became more

defined and relationships a bit more tangled; but that is the spice. The story itself just flowed for me

with each page that I turned and I turned them fast, believe me. The story doesn't begin where The

Novice drops you off... Fletcher being hauled off to jail on a trumped up attempted murder charge.

Oh, no. It starts a year later, the same time as the second book debut. Coincidence? I think not.

Rather a great ploy. Fletcher has spent a year in a prison cell. I mean, how much catching up do

you need here? You are brought up to date about the rest of the characters as you went along.

Again, nice. Very quickly, however, things change. Obviously, Fletcher is set free and the reason

comes out of nowhere. Again, I'm taken aback. My attention and my heart is racing by this time. A

mission is put into motion to save their world from the ferocious orcs and somehow solidify

relationships between man, dwarves and elves. Four teams are sent in with an exact extraction time

and place. Anyone not at the extraction point at the designated time will be left behind. Ok, my brain

is going 100+ miles per hour. Soooo many things could go wrong. Espionage, betrayal, cowardice,

weather and just plain random acts. I knew from the start that this was not going to end well for

Fletcher. I mean, there is one more book in the set. And I was right. BUT, I did not expect this! It

literally blew me away. I did not see this coming! This is evil! I repeat pure evil! Taran Matharu, you

are truly, EVIL!PS. I would love a map! That would make my day!
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